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INTRODUCTION
This analysis examines the Canadian concrete pole and tabular steel
light standard market for potential penetration by a laminated veneer
pole (LVP) technology. Market use, industry structure, product prices
and where possible, annual product volumes are briefly described for
concrete and steel pole products. A previously available pressure
treated, glulaminated wocd light standard is also described. Finally,
the potential substitution of a LVP technology for concrete and steel
pole products is assessed in light of its primary market-treated wooden
utility poles. The conclusion section draws together a number of market
and manufacturing aspects which require further consideration when
assessing the viability of the LVP technology.
The impetus for this study arose from a LVP technology meeting between
interested parties. At that time, specifics to be addressed in the
market study were not tabled. Hence, it was necessary to take some
liberties in the direction and scope of the study. The information
contained herein was gathered via telephone interviews with relevant
industry personnel and special computer runs purchased from Statistics
Canada.
CONCRETE POLES:
The descriptor concrete poles, as used in the context of this study,
encompasses all cement aggregate poles either cast, spun or reinforced,
used as light fixture or utility line support standards.
Concrete poles are used primarily for urban street lighting and in
municipalities where a more uniform and aesthetically pleasing overhead
line distribution system is desired. The large Public Utilities are
decidedly against the use of concrete poles. Some sited reasons for
non-use are that the initial cost of concrete poles is high; concrete
poles require the use of heavy machinery to set them into position
(higher erection cost); they are subject to freeze-thaw and salt damage;
they cannot be climbed; and, their use requires considerable planning
as both the correct number and alignment of pre-cast holes is crucial
to the successful use of the poles.

In 1979, demand in Canada for concrete poles of all types and classes
was approximately 28,000 poles. At that time, 6 companies in Canada
produced concrete poles having an annual production capacity of 75,000
to 125,000 poles. Hence, a large capacity surplus existed in the industry.
Since 1979, the concrete pole industry has undergone considerable capacity
rationalization, leaving only 3 Canadian manufacturers (two in Ontario;
one in Quebec) producing concrete poles in 1988. Presently, total
combined daily production is 65 - 75 poles working on a two-shift basis.
It is estimated that the value and volume of concrete pole sales will
approach $7 million and 17,000 poles, respectively, in 1988. This
volume is down from the 1979 figure, but a constant growth trend has
been observed since the 1981/82 recession. Table 1 depicts current
concrete pole prices for 40' and 45' lengths over various pole classes.
Concrete pole classes are not strictly comparable with wooden utility
pole classes, however, on average, concrete poles are twice as expensive
and weigh up to three times as much as a comparable wooden pole.
Industry personnel visualize future demand growth for concrete poles,
especially for the urban use of concrete poles. Producers have also
made considerable improvements in the longevity of concrete poles (50
yrs) by circumventing freeze-thaw and salt related damage by increasing
the pole curing times during production. The salt related corrosion
of concrete poles and their reinforcements, observed in the past, was
primarily due to poor initial manufacture quality control. Manufacturers,
when marketing concrete poles, stress the products engineered aspects
and its uniform aesthetic qualities by offering a considerable number
of cross-sectional shapes, colours and finished textures augmented
by technical service.
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TABLE I

CONCRETE POLE* PRICES AUGUST, 1988

Length

FOB PLANT

Class with 4 3/4" top diameter

40 '
45 '

________B_______
Range
Ave.

________C_______
Range
Ave.

$448-479 $463.50

$464-497 $480.50

502-537

519.50

545-583

564.00

D
Range

E
Ave.

$503-538 $520.50
562-601

581.50

♦round, tapered, no colour additive, smooth grey finish

NOTE:

8% FST, 8% PST not included, no volume discount applied

Sources:

Stress/Crete Limited, Burlington, Ontario
Godfrey Owen, 416-632-9301
Central Precast Limited, Nepean, Ontario
Alex Cross, 613-822-2683

Range

Ave.

$515-550 $532.50
600-642

621.00
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TUBULAR STEEL POLES AND LIGHT RISERS:
The tubular steel pole and light riser industry includes such products
as area light risers, highway light risers, traffic light standards
and sport lighting. Relative to the Canadian concrete pole industry,
the industry is considerably less concentrated having 20 companies
supplying the above products while only 3 companies manufacture concrete
poles. In 1985, sales of steel poles/risers reached approximately
$40 million. This is the last year for which Statistics Canada has
data available. However, industry contacts indicate that demand for
such products closely follows new construction starts (both residential
and non-residential) which in part explains the positive growth trend
for this product line since 1981/82. The strength of new construction
since 1985, suggests healthy demand growth for the period 1986 through
1988. It is believed that the industry is presently as large as the
wooden utility pole industry itself (-**$50 million), but is subject
to more demand volatility than either wooden or concrete poles.
This industry's product-mix is particularly diverse and makes it difficult
to identify any one product niche representative of the industry.
During the LVP technology meeting interest was expressed in the market
for low level, area lighting for walkways, parking lots and residential
perimeter lighting. Table 2 indicates prices of three commonly demanded
light riser lengths for such purposes. These prices include overlengths
for direct burial or an anchor base and standard polymer-coated colours
such as black or brown. Other colours are available at an additional
cost. The market appeal of these steel light risers lies with their
uniformity? favourable strength to weight ratios making for easy handling;
their durability; availability of different design configurations?
their ability to support a number of different lighting fixtures? and,
their small spacial area requirements relative to concrete and wood.

TABLE 2

TUBULAR STEEL AREA LIGHTING PRICES
FOB PLANT - AUGUST, 1988

Length

Product*
Dimensions

Price/**
Riser

20'

round, tapered

$450

25'

round, tapered

$502

30'

round, tapered

$541

♦includes base hand hole, excludes bullhorns (lighting fixture attach
ment apparatus)

** excludes 8% FST, 8% PST

Source: Powco Steel Products Ltd., Barrie, Ontario
Glen Hibberg, 705-721-1090
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GLULAM WOOD LIGHT STANDARDS:
While conducting the market research for steel and concrete pole products,
the existence of a glulam wood light standard manufacturer was uncovered.
A joint venture between Koppers International and Ram Forest Products
of Toronto resulted in the capability to produce a pressure treated,
glulam pine residential light standard. The product is 20' and 25'
in length and can be laid up either square or rectangular in crosssection. The integrated production mill is situated in Louiseville,
Quebec. During the last year management decided to forego renewing
its light standard product certification in favour of pursuing a pressure
treated, glulam landscape tie product. They perceive that the treated
wood market offers better growth potential and is more suited to their
production capabilities, i.e., square rather than round products.
They have never sold any pressure treated, glulam wood light standards
in the 15 years they had the product certification and production capability.
A lack of active product marketing is given for the reason no product
sales materialized. It is also believed that the square or rectangular
product cross-section negatively affected the products acceptance in
the pole marketplace.
LVP TECHNOLOGY PENETRATION POTENTIAL:
From a cost perspective alone, the LVP technology appears capable of
competing with all current materials satisfying specific segments of
the pole/riser market. The LVP technology is approximately 1/2, 1/3
and 1/8 as costly to produce as treated wooden utility poles, concrete
poles and steel light risers, respectively, on a per lineal foot basis
(Table 3). The lower LVP cost, as supplied by Durand-Raute, is largely
dependent upon full capacity utilization of the greenfield mill. As
engineered, total mill capacity is about 166,000 (83,000 [40'] and
83,000 [45']) poles per annum. Currently, this capacity is far in
excess of the total eastern Canadian utility demand for such pole stock.
To expect that the LVP technology is capable of capturing 100% of the
total eastern Canadian market for 40' and 45' poles (-vl00,000 poles/year)
is overly optimistic. This market reality makes it imperative that
the LVP technology either find additional markets for its product or
be subject to higher per unit costs due to inefficient capacity utilization.
Alternatively, the production plant could be scaled down or integrated
with a present plywood or treatment plant, perhaps at a slightly higher
per unit price, but at a lower cost effective capacity and hence, better
aligned with market demand potentials.
On a product volume basis, and volume will play an integral role in
the viability of the LVP technology, the treated wooden utility pole
market remains the most attractive relative to both the concrete pole
and steel light riser markets.
Two wooden utility pole lengths (40'
and 45') account for 70-75% of total demand.
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TABLE 3

ESTIMATED MANUFACTURING COSTS FOR
VARIOUS POLE/RISER PRODUCTS

Product/Length

Treated wooden utility
poles, class 4

Price/
Lineal Foot

Cost/
Lineal Foot

40'
45 '

$5.67
5.24

$4.53
4.19

Concrete poles, class B

40'
45'

11.58
11.54

9.26
9.23

Concrete poles, class E

40'
45'

13.31
13.80

10.64
11.04

Steel light risers

20'
25'
30'

22.50
20.08
18.03

18.00
16.06
14.42

L.V.P. at $15,000,000
capital investment with
capacity for 7,500,000
lineal feet of product

20'
25'
40'
45'

—

-

2.24
2.24
2.24
2.24

♦assumes a 20% mark-up, except for LVP technology which was supplied
by Durand-Raute - memo dated Dec. 15/86.
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With the wooden utility market identified and accepted as the primary
market for the LVP technology, the concrete pole market is a natural
market extension for LVP technology's product line. LVP and concrete
poles share a number of highly regarded product attributes such as
product uniformity, hollowness, built-in taper/length provisions and
both products are engineered. Other favourable LVP attributes, relative
to concrete, which are suggestive of successful LVP penetration into
concrete pole markets are:
1)

potentially lower manufacturing costs - hence a lower end-product
price ;

2)

lower LVP weight - some six times lighter than concrete which reduces
pole erection and transportation costs ;

3)

climbability - an important aspect with operational staff;

4)

uses present industry hardware - when produced in a tapered form;
and,

5)

requires less planning - holes and aperatures for future additions
to the pole can be made easily.

From a manufacturing perspective, entering the concrete pole market
for 40' and 45' poles reduces the need for manufacturing flexibility
while expanding the potential market pie for the LVP plant.
The steel light riser market, although attractive from a comparative
cost aspect, is a particularly diverse end-product market. To enter
the low riser market for 20', 25' and 30' lengths requires the filling
in of the LVP product line with additional capacity tailored to these
products. Such a strategy may be worthy of pursuit in the future,
but it represents a departure from a volume based strategy which is
crucial to cost-effectively serving the larger and narrower product
demand of the wooden utility and concrete pole markets in the short
term. Unless the press/mold for the planned 40' and 45' pole production
can be easily transformed for flexible production of smaller diameter
and shorter light risers, it is recommended that the steel light riser
market not be initially targeted for penetration by the LVP technology.
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CONCLUSIONS
The LVP technology is well suited to the substantial, but narrow product
requirements of the wooden utility market. The concrete pole market
presents a natural extension for such a limited LVP product line.
Here the LVP can emulate concrete pole attributes as well as offer
all the sought after attributes of wood poles. The steel light riser
market, although attractive from a potential cost/price substitution
perspective, is characterized by volatile demand for a wide array of
products, making it difficult to capture and sustain a large enough
market share to warrant investment in additional production capacity/
flexibility for light riser products.
Successful market penetration of both the treated wooden and concrete
pole markets will largely depend on a volume oriented production strategy
emphasizing capacity utilizatin in hand with low cost production of
a narrow product line. The present LVP mill design is thought to be
of too great a scale given the size of the potential markets for the
LVP. Efforts should be made to look at a number of scale-up alterna
tives and their associated cost structures. It appears that a mill
of about half the capacity of the present design would be better aligned
with potential markets.
A full discounted cash flow analysis should be prepared for each mill
configuration. A preliminary sensitivity analysis should also be conducted
to ascertain how production levels (market share), product price and
production costs affect the viability of the LVP technology from an
investment perspective.

